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Messages Society Dehumanizes US With

1) Our value is in our 
productivity

2) Women must “lean 
in” to (paid and unpaid) 

labor with joy

3) Being a woman is a 
detriment or lack

4) Weakness cannot be 
shown 5) We must be normal

6) If you are not normal 
you will not fit in in 

society



“Don’t should your pants!” 
-My friend Annie
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Why not tell the 
truth?



We are a product of our 
environment, so we must choose 
to change the environment.



Todays Stories:

Students & Pandemic

Health & Humanity

Ethnicity & making space to be different

How one kid showed me what it is to be human



“Research suggests that schemas persist even in the 
face of contradictory evidence. Often this is the case 

because we are able to simply discount the new 
information.”

–Ronnie Janoff- Bulman



Trauma unmakes the 
world



Why are we 
always sorry?



What it means 
to be human

“Giving an account of oneself and what 
affects one's life - is an irreducible part of 

what it means to be human; effective voice 
(the effective opportunity to have one's voice 

heard and taken into account) is a human 
good.”

- Nick Couldry
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Sleepy parents, waiting 
patiently (in the shit)

Also my family J





Society is responsible for all 
bodies, even the vulnerable 

ones.



Trauma doesn’t ALWAYS Happen for a REAson. Remember this? 







“in sickness we confront the inchoate. Bodily suffering distorts the landscape 
of thought, rendering our previous constructions incoherent and incomplete…. 
Meaning emerges from the capacity to use bodily experience (including socially 

embodied experience) to think with metaphorically."

-Laurence J Kirmayer



Privilege



How I see ME

My privilege/My Identity

How Society sees me



SELF-AWARENESS







Questions?


